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The rate of increase of global-mean precipitation per degree global-mean3

surface temperature increase differs for greenhouse gas and aerosol forcings4

and across emissions scenarios with differing composition of change in forc-5

ing. We investigate whether or not the rate of change of extreme precipita-6

tion also varies across the four emissions scenarios that force the CMIP5 multi-7

model ensemble. In most models, the rate of increase of maximum annual8

daily precipitation per degree global warming in the multi-model ensemble9

is statistically indistinguishable across the four scenarios, whether this ex-10

treme precipitation is calculated globally, over all land, or over extra-tropical11

land. These results indicate that, in contrast to mean precipitation, extreme12

precipitation depends on the total amount of warming and does not depend13

on emissions scenario in most models.14
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1. Introduction

Extreme precipitation events cause flooding and impact society, infrastructure, and15

the land surface; therefore, it is important to understand how they might change in a16

warming climate. Observations show precipitation extremes have already increased with17

20th century warming driven by anthropogenic forcing [Min et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,18

2013], and climate model projections show further increases throughout the 21st century19

[e.g., Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2014a].20

Global-mean surface temperature change is closely tied to top-of-atmosphere (TOA)21

radiative forcing and is not particularly sensitive to the makeup of the forcing [Hansen22

et al., 2005]. In contrast, the rate of increase of global-mean precipitation with warming23

does depend on the forcing agent. For example, it differs among forcing from greenhouse24

gas (GHG), reflecting aerosol [Andrews et al., 2009], and absorbing aerosol [Ming et al.,25

2010; Shiogama et al., 2010; Frieler et al., 2011; Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2012]. This26

is because the rate of precipitation change is tied to atmospheric radiative cooling when27

averaged globally over a long enough time period [Allen and Ingram, 2002; Pendergrass28

and Hartmann, 2014b], and atmospheric radiative cooling differs among forcing agents.29

We have reason to expect that extreme precipitation will change differently from mean30

precipitation. Extreme precipitation events are driven by moisture convergence [Tren-31

berth, 1999], and changes in their intensity are mostly driven by moistening of the atmo-32

sphere [Chou et al., 2012]. Since changes in moisture closely follow changes in temperature33

[because changes in relative humidity with warming are small, Held and Soden, 2006], we34
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anticipate that the change in intensity of extreme precipitation events would scale with35

the change in surface temperature, independent of the makeup of forcing agent.36

Robust scaling of extreme precipitation with temperature across a wide range of forcing37

scenarios would be important for applications such as integrated assessment modeling,38

which does not simulate climate explicitly. Integrated assessment models contain sim-39

plified representations of climate in order to include more sophisticated infrastructure,40

economy, and ecosystem components [Van Vuuren et al., 2012].41

In this paper, we test the hypothesis that extreme precipitation does not depend on42

emissions scenario, in contrast to mean precipitation, by analyzing climate model simu-43

lations with a range of emissions scenarios. In the next section, we describe the climate44

model simulations and our analysis. In the following section, we contrast the dependence45

of mean and extreme precipitation change across emissions scenario. The final section46

contains concluding remarks.47

2. Climate Model Simulations

The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, version 5 (CMIP5) ensemble [Taylor et al.,48

2012] contains model simulations forced by four Representative Concentration Pathway49

(RCP) emissions scenarios [Moss et al., 2010], each starting from a corresponding histor-50

ical simulation. The RCP scenarios are named for their approximate radiative forcings51

relative to the pre-industrial period: 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 W m−2 at the end of the 21st52

century. This ensemble of simulations provides an opportunity to investigate whether or53

not changes in extreme precipitation depend on forcing agent.54
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Each emissions scenario specifies GHG concentrations and aerosol emissions. Most of55

the radiative forcing change in the RCP scenarios is driven by GHGs, which increase56

more in RCP8.5 than RCP2.6 (Fig. 1a). The changes in aerosol forcing, on the other57

hand, are more similar across emissions scenarios. The black carbon emissions are shown58

in Fig. 1b. They decrease by 50% over the 21st century. Organic carbon emissions59

(Fig. 1c) also decrease in most scenarios, though their variation across RCP scenario is60

not monotonic. Sulfate emission changes (Fig. 1d) closely follow black carbon emission61

changes. The differing fraction of the change in radiative forcing due to GHG and aerosol62

across the RCP scenarios provide variation against which to test our hypothesis.63

For each model simulation in CMIP5, we calculate the changes in mean and extreme64

precipitation as the regression of annual precipitation data against global, annual-mean65

surface temperature from the beginning of the scenario (2006) until the end of the 21st66

century (2100), with a decadal running average applied before regression. We quantify67

extreme precipitation as the maximum daily rainfall accumulation each year, which is68

the Rx1day extreme precipitation metric [Sillmann et al., 2013]. First, each model’s69

daily accumulated precipitation is regridded (conserving total precipitation) onto a 2.570

by 2.5 degree grid. Then, the maximum for each year at each gridpoint is calculated.71

Next, the area-weighted global mean is taken. Finally, a decadal running average is72

applied. The change in extreme precipitation is the regression of this quantity onto73

global, decadal-running-mean surface air temperature over the 94 years of each scenario74

normalized by its mean over the years 1971-2000. It has units of % K−1. Regressing75

the mean and extreme precipitation against each simulation’s global-mean surface air76
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temperature accounts for the influence of differing climate sensitivity among models and77

differing rates of warming across emissions scenarios. We use only one ensemble member78

(r1i1p1) from each of the CMIP5 models with sufficient archived data, listed in Table79

1. We also performed the analysis using epoch differences from the end of the historical80

simulations and the end of the RCP scenarios, and defining extreme precipitation as the81

99.9th percentile precipitation rate [following Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2014a]; our82

conclusions are robust to these variations in analysis method.83

Global-mean surface air temperature (Fig. 1e) and global-mean precipitation (Fig. 1f)84

increase more for higher emissions scenarios, as expected from the range of radiative85

forcings driving them. For most of this paper, we will focus on quantities normalized by86

the change in global-mean surface temperature increase to test our hypothesis, but it is87

important to remember that there are drastically different amounts of absolute warming88

and also precipitation change across the scenarios, driven by the differences in forcing.89

Also, within each scenario the projected increases in temperature and precipitation vary90

across models (Fig. 1e,f).91

In addition to the differences across models, simulations from the same model with92

different initial conditions are subject to large internal variability [Deser et al., 2012],93

especially for a noisy field like precipitation. In order to quantify the contribution of94

internal variability to the inter-model spread, we analyze an initial condition ensemble of95

the NCAR’s CESM1.1 model, which we will refer to as the CESM single-model ensemble.96

Internal variability may differ among models, so the values from CESM shown here should97

be considered only an estimate of its magnitude. The CESM single-model ensemble98
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consists of 30 members forced with the RCP8.5 scenario [Kay et al., 2014], 14 members99

forced with the RCP8.5 with aerosols held fixed at 2005 values, and 15 members forced100

with the RCP4.5 scenario (ending in 2080).We use all available years and simulations from101

the CESM single-model ensemble, despite that the RCP4.5 ensemble ends in 2080.102

3. Mean and extreme precipitation change across the emissions scenarios

In this section, we will contrast the changes in mean and extreme precipitation with103

warming across the RCP scenarios. The change in global-mean precipitation per degree104

global-mean surface air temperature change for each model and RCP scenario is shown105

in Fig. 2a, along with its 95% confidence intervals (which are calculated following Draper106

and Smith [1981] using Matlab R2012a’s regress function). The value for each model in107

RCP8.5 is listed in Table 1. To test for differences in the rate of change of precipitation108

with emissions scenario, in the multi-model mean we compare the 84% confidence intervals109

between scenarios [Payton et al., 2003]. To test for differences across scenarios within110

individual models, we tabulate whether the change in precipitation is smaller or larger111

between adjacent scenario pairs for each model, then sum over all models and scenario112

pairs and evaluate statistical significance with the Signs test (see Supporting Information113

for details). The rate of change of mean precipitation per degree warming decreases114

systematically with increasing emissions scenario in the multi-model mean; for individual115

models differences are also significant.116

We can understand the decrease in mean precipitation with increasing emissions scenario117

as follows. Precipitation-induced latent heat release must be balanced by atmospheric ra-118

diative cooling and sensible heat flux, a fundamental constraint governing its change [e.g.,119
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Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2014b]. The change in atmospheric radiative cooling, and120

thus global-mean precipitation, per degree warming for any component of the forcing in121

isolation (GHG or aerosols) is similar across emissions scenarios. Surface warming leads122

to increased atmospheric radiative cooling and thus increased precipitation. On the other123

hand, the direct radiative effect of increased GHGs leads to decreased atmospheric ra-124

diative cooling and decreased precipitation. Accounting for the direct radiative effect of125

GHGs as well as the associated warming, their net effect is an increase in atmospheric126

radiative cooling and precipitation, at a smaller rate of increase (1.2-1.3 W m−2 K−1)127

than for warming alone (2.4-2.8 W m−2 K−1) [Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2014b]. An-128

other factor driving the increase in precipitation in the RCP scenarios is the change in129

aerosol forcing. Decreasing absorbing aerosol forcing (primarily black carbon) over the130

21st century leads directly to a decrease in shortwave absorption and thus an increase in131

precipitation [Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2012]. Decreasing sulfate and organic carbon132

aerosols do not change atmospheric radiative cooling directly, but they do induce warming133

that drives increasing precipitation. The higher emissions scenarios have larger increases134

in GHG forcing, but all four emissions scenarios have a similar-magnitude decrease in135

absorbing aerosol forcing. Therefore, in the higher emissions scenarios the increase in pre-136

cipitation due to decreasing absorbing aerosol forcing makes up a smaller fraction of the137

total increase in precipitation. Overall, atmospheric radiative cooling and precipitation138

increase less in higher emissions scenarios (see Fig. 2a).139

The CESM single-model ensemble excludes structural (or parametric) uncertainty, so140

variations across CESM ensemble members is due to internal variability alone. The spread141
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in global-mean precipitation per degree warming across members of the single-model en-142

semble (standard deviation of 0.038 % K−1 for RCP8.5, not shown) is much smaller than143

the spread across the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble (0.44 % K−1 in RCP8.5, Fig. 2a).144

This indicates that most of the difference in mean precipitation increase across CMIP5145

models is due to structural differences among models, rather than internal variability. In146

the CESM ensemble, the change in global-mean precipitation per degree warming is larger147

in RCP4.5 than RCP8.5 in all ensemble members, consistent with the CMIP5 multi-model148

ensemble. The RCP8.5 ensembles with changing and fixed aerosols allow us to isolate the149

effect of aerosol forcing. With fixed aerosol forcing, the rate of increase of global-mean150

precipitation is 0.3 % K−1 smaller than in RCP8.5 with decreasing aerosol forcing, con-151

sistent with the decreasing aerosol forcing which is in all of the RCP scenarios leading to152

increased precipitation.153

We have seen that the change in mean precipitation per degree warming depends on154

emissions scenario. Is this also the case for the change in extreme precipitation? We155

expect that it might not be because extreme precipitation depends mostly on moisture156

convergence and changes in circulation with warming in climate model projections are157

small [Trenberth, 1999]. Figure 2b shows the multi-model mean change in extreme pre-158

cipitation (the change in annual maximum daily rainfall rate per degree warming) for159

each RCP scenario; the change in extreme precipitation in RCP8.5 for each model is160

listed in Table 1. The multi-model mean change in extreme precipitation is 6.3 % K−1.161

The changes in multi-model mean extreme precipitation in RCP2.6, 4.5 and 6.0 are sta-162

tistically indistinguishable, indicated by the overlap in 84% confidence intervals, while163
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the change for RCP8.5 is slightly larger. There is a large range of extreme precipitation164

change with warming across the CMIP5 models, which has been shown in previous studies165

[e.g., O’Gorman, 2012; Kharin et al., 2013]. Nonetheless, extreme precipitation does not166

have significantly different changes across scenarios according to the Signs test (Fig. S1167

and Supporting Information).168

Kharin et al. [2013] also examine the changes in mean and extreme precipitation, using169

a slightly different definition of extreme precipitation and performing epoch differences;170

their results (particularly Fig. 5) appear consistent with the idea that the rate of extreme171

precipitation change largely does not vary across emissions scenario, while mean precipi-172

tation change does. Peacock [2012] shows that extreme precipitation does not vary across173

the RCP emissions scenarios in integrations of CCSM4 with one ensemble member per174

RCP scenario.175

The portion of the inter-model spread in global extreme precipitation increase at-176

tributable to internal variability in the CESM large ensemble is still small compared177

to the total inter-model spread, accounting for 0.17 % K−1 (not shown), while the spread178

of response across CMIP5 models in RCP8.5 is 2.9 % K−1 (Fig. 2b).179

Four of the CMIP5 models have an increase in extreme precipitation with emissions180

scenario; these models also have relatively large increases in extreme precipitation in181

RCP8.5 (Table 1 and Fig. S1b, models 2, 3, 5, and 7). Generally, the CMIP5 model182

simulations have a very large range in global extreme precipitation response. Pendergrass183

and Hartmann [2014a] also found a large range in the extreme precipitation response at184

the heaviest rain rates. They defined an “extreme mode” response as a large increase185
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in the rain rate for the heaviest events, and found that it scales with the magnitude of186

warming and is concentrated in the tropics. We speculate that the models with an increase187

in extreme precipitation with emissions scenario have an extreme mode response.188

We can further explore the spatial distribution of the response of extreme precipitation189

to warming. Figure 3a shows a map of the CMIP5 multi-model mean change in extreme190

precipitation defined locally per degree global-mean surface temperature increase. Fig-191

ure 6a of Kharin et al. [2013] is similar, though normalized by local surface temperature192

change. Patterns in the tropics are similar in both cases; but at high latitudes the change193

in extreme precipitation is smaller when normalized by local surface temperature change194

due to polar amplification. The extreme precipitation change with warming is surprisingly195

uniform and positive over most of the globe (Fig. 3a), in contrast to mean precipitation196

change (Fig. 3c). It has peaks over the equatorial Pacific, Africa, the Arabian Peninsula197

and India, and minima in the subtropical eastern ocean basins and the Mediterranean.198

These minima extend below zero, indicating decreases in extreme precipitation with warm-199

ing [consistent with Fischer et al., 2014].200

Figure 3b shows the ratio of the CMIP5 multi-model mean change in extreme precipi-201

tation to the standard deviation across the models, as a measure of the signal-to-noise at202

each location. While the change in extreme precipitation is large in some regions in the203

tropics, the signal relative to the inter-model spread is largest in the extra-tropics. This is204

especially clear in the zonal mean, and is in stark contrast to the case for seasonal warm-205

ing, where the emergence of a signal occurs in the tropics first [Diffenbaugh and Scherer ,206

2011]. The signal-to-noise pattern for extreme precipitation change largely follows that of207
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mean precipitation change (Fig. 3d), though for extreme precipitation change the ratio is208

larger in most of the tropics and smaller in the extra-tropics.209

Many impacts of extreme precipitation, for example flooding, only occur over land. For210

applications that examine the impacts of extreme precipitation, such as pattern scaling211

[Tebaldi and Arblaster , 2014], the change in extreme precipitation over land is more im-212

portant than the change over ocean. Since most of the heaviest precipitation events on the213

globe occur over the ocean in the tropics, we might expect our results to differ between214

the tropics and extra-tropics, and over land and ocean.215

Figure 4a shows the change in extreme precipitation over land per degree global-mean216

surface temperature increase. We normalize by global-mean surface temperature change217

for consistency with Fig. 2b, though the change in surface temperature over land would218

be slightly larger and noisier than the change in global-mean surface temperature. There219

are two models with much larger increases in extreme precipitation than the others in220

RCP8.5, but changes across scenarios are not significantly different according to the Signs221

test (which aggregates across all models).222

Finally, we might expect that the response of extreme precipitation in the tropics and223

extra-tropics would behave differently, since precipitating systems at these latitudes are224

governed by different dynamics. Figure 4b shows the rate of change of extreme precipi-225

tation over land in the extra-tropics (which we define as poleward of 30 degrees in both226

hemispheres). The multi-model mean change decreases slightly with increasing scenario,227

while the differences across scenario for individual models are not statistically different228

according to the Signs test. The range of responses decreases with increasing emissions229
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scenario, reflecting an increase in signal relative to noise with larger warming. The inter-230

model spread is smaller when we restrict the analysis to extra-tropical land than for all231

land (Fig. 4b), consistent with the larger signal-to-noise ratio in the extra-tropics. For232

the CESM single-model ensemble, extreme precipitation change (not shown) is also very233

similar across the scenarios.234

In RCP8.5, the spread across the CESM single-model ensemble (0.17 % K−1) is about235

20% of that across the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble (0.97 % K−1), indicating that internal236

variability constitutes an increased fraction of the inter-model spread in extra-tropical237

land extreme precipitation change across the CMIP5 models. When using the alternative238

method of the difference between ten-year epochs at the beginning and end of the century,239

the internal variability constitutes nearly half of the spread across the CMIP5 multi-240

model ensemble. This reflects mainly the smaller magnitude of structural differences241

across models in the extra-tropics compared with the tropics. Models agree better on the242

response of extreme precipitation in the extra-tropics than globally (compare Figs. 4b and243

2b), which we speculate is because in the extra-tropics most precipitating systems have244

larger spatial scales and are driven by dynamics that are comparatively well represented245

in climate models. Whereas structural uncertainty in projections of extreme precipitation246

change can be reduced, uncertainty due to internal variability is irreducible [Deser et al.,247

2012]. In this sense, there is a larger opportunity to improve projections of extreme248

precipitation change in the tropics than over land in the extra-tropics.249
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4. Conclusions

We have examined the rate of increase of extreme precipitation compared with global-250

mean precipitation across emissions scenarios in two ensembles of climate model simu-251

lations. We defined extreme precipitation as the maximum annual daily precipitation252

accumulation each year, and examined its changes globally, over all land, and over extra-253

tropical land. The emissions scenarios which force the simulations have different changes254

in greenhouse gas forcing but similar changes in aerosol forcing. We find that in most255

models, the rate of extreme precipitation increase per degree warming does not depend256

on the emissions scenario, in contrast to mean precipitation. This means that the rate257

of increase of extreme precipitation depends only on the magnitude of warming in these258

models, and not on the composition of the change in forcing.259

Moving to smaller spatial scales, from global, to land, and then extra-tropical land,260

the lack of dependence on scenario continues to be valid. Internal variability becomes261

an increasingly important contributor to the uncertainty of the change in extreme pre-262

cipitation with warming, constituting about 20% of the inter-model spread in extreme263

precipitation change over extra-tropical land. In the tropics, there are large differences264

across models due to structural uncertainty. Some models have larger rates of increase of265

extreme precipitation for emissions scenarios with more total warming.266

While we are relatively confident in our understanding of why mean precipitation267

changes at the rate that it does, we do not fully understand the structural differences268

across models that drive the large range of extreme precipitation response. Future work269

will explore the very large changes in extreme precipitation present in some models: how270
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it arises, and whether or not it is realistic. While extreme precipitation change might be271

more straightforwardly related to warming than mean precipitation, there is still room to272

improve our understanding of how extreme precipitation changes with warming.273
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Table 1. CMIP5 models analyzed here, along with their changes in extreme and mean

precipitation in RCP8.5, ordered from highest to lowest increase in extreme precipitation in

RCP8.5. The CESM Large Ensemble (LE) mean is included for comparison.

∆P/∆T ∆Rx1day/∆T
Model (% K−1) (% K−1)

1. GFDL-ESM2M 0.9 11.3
2. MRI-CGCM3 2.4 10.1
3. GFDL-ESM2G 1.0 10.1
4. IPSL-CM5A-MR 2.2 9.6
5. IPSL-CM5A-LR 2.2 8.8
6. CESM1-CAM5 1.6 8.3
7. CCSM4 1.6 7.1
8. BCC-CSM1-1-M 1.9 6.6
9. GFDL-CM3 1.8 5.6
10. BCC-CSM1-1 1.7 5.3
11. NORESM1-M 1.7 4.6
12. MIROC5 1.1 4.5
13. HADGEM2-AO 1.2 4.0
14. CSIRO-MK3-6-0 2.0 4.0
15. MIROC-ESM 1.7 2.4
16. MIROC-ESM-CHEM 1.8 2.4

CESM1-CAM5-LE 1.6 7.4
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Figure 1. (a) TOA radiative forcing in the RCP scenarios and the historical period, relative

to mean values from 1996-2005. Data are from Meinshausen et al. [2011]. Change in global-

mean (b) black carbon, (c) organic carbon, and (d) sulfate emissions for the historical period

and RCP scenarios, relative to mean values from 2000. Data from Lamarque et al. [2011]. Both

hydrophilic and hydrophobic components of black carbon are included. (e) Global-mean surface

air temperature anomalies relative to 1996-2005 and (f) global-mean precipitation relative to

1996-2005 values for each CMIP5 model simulation. Lines indicate the CMIP5 multi-model

mean and patches indicate plus and minus one standard deviation.
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Figure 2. (a) Global-mean precipitation regressed against global-mean surface temperature

change for the four RCP scenarios. Each colored bar represents one CMIP5 simulation; the color

of the bar and its offset from the scenario indicate the model’s rank in RCP8.5. Black bars show

the regression of the CMIP5 multi-model mean. Bar length indicates the 95% confidence interval

of each regression coefficient. (b) As in a but for the regression of globally-averaged maximum

annual one-day rainfall against global-mean surface air temperature. Note the different y-axes.
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Figure 3. (a) The CMIP5 multi-model mean change in extreme precipitation regressed against

global-mean surface temperature change in the RCP8.5 scenario, and (b) the ratio of the absolute

value of the multi-model mean extreme precipitation change to its standard deviation across

models, as a measure of signal-to-noise. (c) and (d) As in panels a and b for mean precipitation.

Shown to the right of each map is its zonal mean. Note the differing color scales and units among

the panels.
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Figure 4. (a) The change in maximum annual daily rainfall over all land regressed against

global-mean surface temperature change for the four RCP scenarios. Symbols as in Fig. 2. (b)

As in panel a for the change in maximum annual daily rainfall over extra-tropical land regressed

against global-mean surface temperature change.
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Text S1. To statistically test whether precipitation changes between scenarios, we com-

pare the sign of the change in precipitation for each model in pairs of scenarios and

evaluate its statistical significance using the Signs test. Figure S1 visualizes these com-

parisons. For each model, if the lower scenario has a higher change in precipitation, the

box is black. We sum the number of pairs where precipitation decreases across scenario

across all models and scenario pairs, and then use the Signs test [e.g., Mendenhall , 1987]

(and the normal approximation to the binomial distribution) with the null hypothesis that

the changes in precipitation are from the same distribution. For the 48 comparisons we

make for each of the four precipitation variables (shown in Fig. 2 and 4), the distributions

are different at the 95% confidence level if less than 18 or more than 30 of the comparisons

have the same direction.
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Figure S1. Comparison of the sign of change of precipitation between pairs of RCP scenarios

for each model. (a) Global-mean precipitation, (b) global extreme precipitation, (c) extreme

precipitation over all land, and (d) extreme precipitation over extra-tropical land. Model numbers

correspond to Table 1. Black boxes indicate the higher emissions scenario has a smaller change

in precipitation (following our expectation for global-mean precipitation change). At right of

each row is the number of black boxes in the row; at the bottom right of each panel is total sum

of black boxes in the panel.
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